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Membranes with ordered pores (for
consistency, we will use the term
isoporous micro/nanoengineered

membranes to refer to all micro/macropor-
ous materials with the same pore size and
shape which are parallel to each other) are
ideal for various applications, from being
barriers for selective transport and separa-
tion of chemical/biological species1�3 to
serving as stencils for micropatterning4,5

and synthesis of nanostructures.6 They can
also serve as membranes for use in con-
trolled, long-term, protein and drug delivery
devices.7,8 In addition, many biological pro-
cessesoccur at themicro- tonanoscale. Hence,
the technology of isoporous membranes with
hydrophilic pore environments is ideal for
specific biological applications, such as biosen-
sing and enzyme immobilization.9�11 Purifica-
tion of water is another avenue that has seen
significant improvements in separation effi-
cacy by the incorporation of isoporous mi-
cro/nanoengineered membranes.12,13 The
key characteristics of isoporous membranes,
suchaspore size,membranearea,morphology,
biocompatibility, and thickness, can be tuned

precisely as a function of the targeted applica-
tions and separation operations. Some of
these applications with specific requirement
for the membrane are summarized schema-
tically in Figure 1.
Commercially available membranes (e.g.,

cellulose acetate, glass fiber, and polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PTFE) filters) made with or-
ganic or inorganicmaterials present a random
network of pores with a wide distribution of
pore sizes. They normally have a tortuous
microstructure, which makes it difficult to
clean for reuse. Furthermore, they usually
have a huge flow resistance due to the wide
pore size distribution and membrane thick-
ness, which in general compromises their
performance, separation capability, and
throughput. Among available commercial
membranes, one of the most successful
attempts to produce the ideal membrane
(isoporous) is the track-etched membrane.
For the production of track-etched mem-
branes, dense polymeric films such as poly-
carbonate (PC), polyimide (PI), andpolystyrene
(PS) are randomly exposed to a high-energy
ionbombardment.2 This bombardment causes
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ABSTRACT Isoporous membranes are versatile structures with numerous potential and

realized applications in various fields of science such as micro/nanofiltration, cell separation

and harvesting, controlled drug delivery, optics, gas separation, and chromatography.

Recent advances in micro/nanofabrication techniques and material synthesis provide novel

methods toward controlling the detailed microstructure of membrane materials, allowing

fabrication of membranes with well-defined pore size and shape. This review summarizes

the current state-of-the-art for isoporous membrane fabrication using different techniques,

including microfabrication, anodization, and advanced material synthesis. Various applica-

tions of isoporous membranes, such as protein filtration, pathogen isolation, cell harvest-

ing, biosensing, and drug delivery, are also presented.

KEYWORDS: MEMS . nanotechnology . membrane . self-assembly .
anodization . microfluidics . solid state . microfiltration . polymer . drug delivery . isoporous
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the formation of linear damaged tracks across the
irradiated polymeric film. These tracks are then re-
vealed into pores using a well-chosen wet chemical
etching (acid or alkaline solution).2 The diameter of the
pores is determined by the etch time. The pores that
are being formed are cylindrical channels; however,
the inherent random nature of the heavy ions during
bombardment precludes the formation of well-
ordered pores. Furthermore, these membranes normally
produced with extremely low porosity (5�15%)14 due
to the fact that the chance for an overlap between two
pores increases with the porosity. Even so, track-etched
membranes have a low pore density with randomly
distributed pores; they have been used widely as a
template (so-called template synthesis method) for
fabrication of various nanomaterials such as nano-
tubes,15,16 nanoparticles,17 and nanowires.18 Recently,
researchers have also shown that, by controlling the
temperature and amount of EtOH (ethanol) in alkaline
etching solution, track-etchedmembraneswith conically
shapedpores can also be produced.19 Thesemembranes
can eventually be used for synthesis of conically shaped
structures for a variety of industrial applications such as
field-emission devices,20 resistive pulse sensors,21 drug
delivery,22 and electrochemical supercapacitors.23 An-
other good example of commercially available isoporous
membrane is the anodized aluminum oxide (AAO)
membrane,whichwill be discussed in greater detail later.
Separation is a major cost component of most

chemical, biological, pharmaceutical, and petrochem-
ical processes. Advances in micro/nanofiltration re-
quire exploration of new technologies that yield
highly permeable membranes characterized by high
mechanical stability, adequate durability, and great
selectivity. Recent advancements in the field of mi-
cro/nanofabrication have enabled high-throughput
sample processing and inexpensive fabrication of

VOCABULARY:membrane - a permeable or semiperme-

able, solid phase (polymer, inorganic, or metal), which can

be employed as a barrier for selective transport and

separation of chemical/biological species or can be uti-

lized as a stencil for cell patterning and synthesis of

nanostructures;microfabrication - a process used in the

semiconductor industry for fabrication of miniaturized

structures and systems with micrometer- or sub-micro-

meter-scale features;microfluidics - the science and tech-

nology of designing and manufacturing miniaturized

devices and processes that deal with small volumes of

fluid on the order of nanoliters or picoliters; anodization -

an electrochemical process that changes the surface

chemistry of themetal, via oxidation, to produce an anodic

oxide layer;block copolymer - a polymer consisting of

multiple blocks of the samemonomer alternating in series

with different monomer blocks, which are covalently

connected

Figure 1. Illustration listing the various applications of the
isoporous micro/nanoengineered membrane. The types of
applications can be classified into various categories (not
exhaustive). Emulsification:Membranedevices areof particular
importance at generating precise drop-sized microemulsions
or nanoemulsions. Isoporous membranes can improve this
technique, with their flatness and pore uniformity, to achieve
reduced coefficient of variations (COV) (below 10%) at a lower
energy input,2,26 as compared to conventional membranes
(e.g., microporous glass). Van Rijn et al. demonstrated the use
of isoporous membranes for emulsification in 2004.27 They
employed silicon nitride membranes with extremely precise
pore size ranging from 1 to 10 μm for this purpose. Molecular
sieving: Separationofbiomoleculesusingporousgel structures
either by gel filtration or by gel electrophoresis has been used
widely in various biological processes. Isoporous membranes
have gained a considerable interest over the past decades for
filtrationofmoleculesbasedonsize, shape, and interactiondue
to their ease of use and fast processing time.3 For example,
Fu et al.28 fabricated a two-dimensional anisotropic filter array
using interference lithography forhigh-resolutionseparationof
DNA strands under a short time lapse via Ogston sieving
mechanism. Drug delivery: Targeted drug delivery systems
have been developed to deliver a certain amount of a ther-
apeutic agent for aprolongedperiodof time toa specificorgan
while avoiding any damage to other healthy tissues.8,29 Iso-
porousmembranes can highly enhance control of dose admin-
istration profile due to their pore size tunability, narrow pore
size distribution, and ability for selective functionalization. For
instance, recent work by Yang et al.30 illustrates how isoporous
membranes made from block copolymers (with 10 nm pore
size) can be employed in controlled protein delivery devices
efficiently. Pathogen detection: Fast detection and recovery of
waterborne pathogens is extremely important to secure the
hygiene of drinking water. Available commercial membranes
cannot be used effectively for this purpose because they suffer
from several drawbacks such as rough surface, tortuous pore
path, and low pore density. High-throughput isoporous mem-
branes (i.e., 2.5 μm pore size) made from nickel using elec-
troplating techniques have been employed recently for enrich-
ments of minute quantities of C. parvum oocysts from large
volume of water samples successfully.31 Tissue engineering:
Most cell processes in vivo are controlled by microenviron-
mental stimuli, which can be a combination of many factors
such as extracellular matrices and neighboring cells. Recently,
isoporous microengineered membranes have emerged as a
promising platform to create complex topography structures
to mimic three-dimensional microenvironments of cells for
studying cell interactions and artificial organs in vitro.4 Micro-
fluidics: Several groups have reported optimizing membranes
(i.e., made from silicon or polymer) for blood filtration, to carry
out molecular analysis or for the removal of leukocytes.32

Layers of filters can also be constantly adhered together in a
microfluidic device to allow sequential rapid removal of cells
frombloodwithminimalclogging.33Recently,planar isoporous
membranes (i.e., 6�10μmpore size) have alsobeen suggested
for theprecise isolationof rarecirculatingtumorcells (CTCs)with
a low leukocyte contamination from blood of cancer patients.34
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membranes, thus giving rise to potential applications
in both micro- and macroscale processes.24 However,
transition to commercial success requires an econom-
ical process with precise “control over device” perfor-
mance aswell as scalability of the fabrication process.25

This review aims to introduce the various techniques
developed to fabricate well-ordered isoporous mem-
branes with micrometer and nanometer dimensions.
These methodologies are classified to four different
categories, including MEMS (microelectromechanical
systems), anodization, solid-state nanopore, and block
copolymers (Table 1). In lieu of this classification,
detailed fabrication procedures for these methodolo-
gies are outlined, including material considerations.
Characterization of each fabrication method in terms
of their strengths and limitations is provided. Finally,
various applications demonstrated using these mem-
branes, including protein and cell filtration, pathogen
isolation, biosensing, and drug delivery, are also cited.
The objective of this review is to familiarize the reader
with the burgeoning field of isoporous membranes,
thereby empowering them to select the best fabrica-
tion methodology for their specific application. The
readers are, however, encouraged to refer to the
original papers for comprehensive details.

Isoporous Membranes Fabricated Using MEMS Technologies.
Inorganic Membranes. In this section, we will present
an overview of the existing methodologies employed
to fabricate inorganic isoporous membranes and high-
light some novel applications. MEMS, a technology
which is used in the semiconductor industry for fabri-
cation of integrated circuits, has been the workhorse
behind the explosive growth of many industries such

as aerospace, pharmaceutical, and automotive.35,36

Micro/nanofabrication techniques can provide unpre-
cedented control over feature size and geometry in a
scalable manufacturing process. Patterning of micro-
meter-size features in metal foils using chemical etch-
ing (i.e., wet etching normally using ferric chloride
(FeCl3)) emerged in the 20th century when the first
photosensitive resists became available.2,37,38 At pre-
sent, photochemical etching is employed for the pro-
duction of miniaturized metallic structures such as
stencils, inject nozzle plates, springs, and sieves for
numerous industries such as food, aviation, medical,
and microelectronics.2,39 However, the minimum fea-
ture size (i.e., perforation diameter) is often limited by
the material thickness.40

To overcome this limitation, Matsunaga's group
produced uniform microcavities inside a thin steel film
using direct laser drilling (so-called SUSmicromesh) for
isolation and detection of waterborne pathogens (i.e.,
Cryptosporidium oocysts).41 The trapped cells were
visualized and counted on the micromesh using fluo-
rescent microscopy. In a recent study, Warkiani et al.31

fabricated high-flux isoporous membranes with an
identical pore size and integrated back-support using
multilevel lithography and nickel electroplating tech-
niques, as shownschematically inFigure2A. In thisprocess,
they initially produced micropatterns (or micropillars)
on a photosensitive resist such as AZ9260 using conven-
tional mask lithography and then employed electroplat-
ing to deposit nickel between photoresist features.

Electroplating offers the advantage of controlling
the membrane thickness by varying the time and
current. The resultingmembranes using this technique

TABLE 1
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have a smooth surface with narrow pore size distribu-
tion and can be as big as a 12 in. wafer. Their long
lifetime and ease of cleanability make them also ideal
for large-scale applications where conventional filters
have to be replaced very often, like in the beer industry.
Efficient isolation and recovery (more than 90%) of
microorganisms from a large volume of water samples
has been reported by these authors using these mem-
branes. Figure 2B also shows a SEM and optical images
of a metallic membrane with trapped cells on the
membrane surface. Similarly fabricated metallic iso-
porous membrane has been used also by Hosokawa
et al.42 for efficient and rapid detection of circulating
tumor cells (CTCs) from whole blood. They could
successfully separate tumor cells from blood on the
basis of differences in the size and deformability
between tumor and hematologic cells for subsequent
fluorescent microcopy (Figure 2C).

Considerable efforts have been devoted to the devel-
opment of inorganic isoporous silicon (and silicon nitride
(Si3N4)) membranes using standard siliconmicromachin-
ing techniques such as photolithography, thin film de-
position, and selective etching. The main features that
make this material of interest are its mechanical proper-
ties, chemical inertness, high-temperature resistance, and
biocompatibility.43 Stemme and Kittilsland44,45 were per-
haps the first group who employed micromachining of
silicon to fabricate isoporousmembranes with very small
pore sizes down to 50 nm for gas and liquid separation.
They successfully combined conventional mask lithogra-
phy and anisotropic silicon etching to pattern well-
defined pores with uniform path length. This approach

was further developed extensively by Ferrari and
colleagues.46�48 They employed top-downmicrofabrica-
tionmethods to fabricate isoporous membranes consist-
ing of arrays of parallel rectangular channels with pore
size down to 7 nm.49 Their proposed method comprised
two basic steps: (1) surface micromachining of nano-
channels in a thin film on the top of a silicon wafer using
silicondioxide as a sacrificial layer (i.e., the thicknessof the
sacrificial oxide layer defines the nominal pore size in the
final membrane); and (2) forming the final isoporous
membrane by back-side etching of bulk silicon under-
neath the thin film structure.49 The group successfully
adopted these micromachined membranes to demon-
strate applications such as immunoisolation and biose-
paration (Figure 3A).50�52 In a recent attempt, Roy et al.53

employed sacrificial oxide etching for fabrication of high-
performance microporous membranes in polysilicon to
investigate its feasibility as an implantable bioartificial
kidney. Their preliminary hemofiltration results using
these membranes revealed a constant flux and consis-
tent molecular selectivity for a period of 72 h.

Apart from silicon, silicon nitride (Si3N4) has been
widely used to fabricate isoporous membranes. The
first silicon nitride (Si3N4) membrane with precise pore
dimensions was developed by Ogura et al.54,55 in 1991
to investigate the deformability of individual red blood
cells (RBCs) by simulating the passage of RBCs through
capillaries. Afterward, Kuiper and co-workers at the
University of Twente devoted comprehensive investi-
gations on the development of silicon nitride mem-
branes for various applications such as protein
filtration and blood fractionation.56�60 Figure 3B

Figure 2. (A) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of an isoporous metallic membrane by nickel electroforming.
The process starts with deposition of a seed layer (Cr/Cu) on a Si substrate followed by spin-coating of a thick layer of AZ9260
photoresist on top and subsequent UV exposure through a quartz mask with rectangular-shaped features. After nickel is
electroplated between the photoresist pillars, a second layer of AZ9260 photoresist is spin-coated again and exposed through
aplasticmaskwith square-shaped features. Second electroplatingof nickel betweenphotoresist features is performed, andfinally,
the isoporousmembranewith integrated back-support is achieved by dissolving the photoresist and seed layer in acetone andCu
etchant, respectively. Reprintedwithpermission fromref 31.Copyright 2012Springer Science. (B) (Left) SEM imageof an isoporous
membrane with slotted pores. (Right) Fluorescence microscopic image of the membrane surfaces after filtration of Cryptospor-
idiumoocysts. The slotted pores are 9� 2.5 μm in size, with a 4 μmpitch. (C) (Left) Schematic image of CTC recovery using the size
selectivemicrocavity array. (Right) SEM image of MCF-7 cells trapped on themicrocavity array. Themicrocavities are 9 μm in size,
with a 60 μm pitch. Reprinted from ref 42. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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schematically shows the fabrication process for the
realization of thin silicon nitride membranes.

In this process, a low-stress silicon nitride film is
deposited on a silicon substrate (i.e., both sides) by low-
pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD).57 Then, a
thin photosensitive layer (i.e., photoresist) is spin-
coated and patterned on the nitride film to serve as a
masking layer during the subsequent etching step
(typically using reactive ion etching (RIE)). In order to
release the membrane, the silicon substrate is aniso-
tropically etched from the back-side using a potassium
hydroxide (KOH) solution.57 Figure 3C-i shows the SEM
image of a silicon nitride microsieve obtained with this
technique. The pore size using conventional UV litho-
graphy is typically limited to >1 μm, due to the
wavelength of light and the reduction lens system.65

To overcome this, they employed a laser interference
lithography technique to transfer the desired pattern
into the silicon nitride thin layer. Over the past decade,
various techniques such as block-copolymer-assisted
lithography,66,67 nanosphere lithography,68 electron-
beam (E-beam) lithography,52,69,70 deep-ultraviolet
(DUV) lithography,71 track-etching,72 and thermal-
imprint lithography62 have been employed by differ-
ent researchers to define submicrometer holes

(down to 10 nm) in a thin nitride film. A considerable
number of applications have emerged using thesemem-
branes recently. For instance, Kuiper and his colleagues63

used them as a microsieve for high-throughput yeast
cell filtration from lager beer (Figure 3C-ii). They could
successfully achieve a high permeate flux of up to 4000
l/m2h without any significant increase in transmem-
brane pressure (TMP) during the course of the experi-
ment. The same group has employed these mem-
branes for depletion of white blood cell (WBCs) from
red blood cells (RBCs) with an efficiency of 99%.56 In
another study, they successfully incorporated a thin
layer of palladium (as a gas-permeable layer) on top of
microsieve apertures for hydrogen separation.73,74

More recently, their group also demonstrated the
application of high porosity microsieves for efficient
emulsification of vegetable oil in water.75 They have
shown that emulsification with these membranes can
lead to stable emulsions with a low droplet span. These
membranes have also been used for filtration and
detection of airborne pathogens as well as E. coli from
drinking water.76�79 In an interesting study, Harris and
Shuler52 utilized silicon nitride membranes as a
platform for culturing endothelial cells (e.g., BAEC,
HUVEC) to model the blood�brain barrier (BBB).

Figure 3. (A) (Top) SEM image of a nanopore membrane with 50 nm pores separated by silicon and polysilicon material.
(Center) Drawing illustrating key features of the implant device fitted with nanopore membrane. (Bottom) Photograph of
prototype implant device. Reprinted with permission from ref 49. Copyright 2005 Elsevier. (B) Fabrication process of a silicon
nitride microsieve by standard mask lithography. The process begins with deposition of 1 μm thick LPCVD low-stress SiN
deposition on a Si substrate followed by spin-coating of a thin layer of photoresist on both sides and subsequent contact
mask lithography to define the desired pattern on both sides. Then using dry etching (RIE), the pattern of the photoresist is
transferred into SiN from the top side, while KOH etching of the bulk Si from the back-side opens the windows for filtration.
Thefinalmembrane canbe achievedby removal of photoresist in the acetonebath. Redesigned from61. (C) (i) SEM imageof a
silicon nitridemembranewith circular pore shapes. The left image shows themembrane from the back-side with silicon bars,
and close-up images show the membrane surface and cross section. Reprinted with permission from 62. Copyright 2012
Institute of Physics. (ii) SEMmicrograph of an isoporousmembranewith slotted perforations. The inset shows themembrane
surface after filtration of lager beer. Reprinted with permission from 63. Copyright 2001 Elsevier. (iii) Phase contrast
microscopy image of HeLa cells patterned with an isoporous membrane (i.e., a stencil) shown in the inset. Reprinted with
permission from ref 64. Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Their experimental results with this model revealed
that endothelial and astrocyte cocultures can be main-
tained by using a collagen-covered membrane for
around 2 weeks. Furthermore, silicon nitride mem-
branes with submicrometer apertures have also been
used as miniature shadow masks or nanostencils for
resistless patterning of mesoscopic structures.71

Similarly, single-crystalline silicon can also be used
as a membrane material for fabrication of high aspect
ratio isoporous membranes. Using the advantages of
UV-nanoimprint lithography anddeep reactive ion etch-
ing (DRIE), highaspect ratio (10:1 orgreater)membranes
have been fabricated with silicon-on-isolator wafers
(SOI).61,80,81 In a recent study, Wu et al.64 employed a
silicon isoporous membrane as a reusable stencil for
micropatterning of cells (Figure 3C-iii). For energy ap-
plications, micromachined siliconmembranes have also
been utilized successfully in development of novel
polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells.82

Micromachined isoporous membranes, made from
silicon and silicon nitride, are particularly attractive due
to the excellent control over feature size and their high
mechanical strengths aiding membrane handling.80,83

In addition, such membranes have an extremely small
flow resistance due to their thickness being smaller
than the pore size and are relatively insensitive to
particulate fouling, making them ideal for various
industrial applications.57 These membranes can be
made by standardmicrofabrication techniques on the
silicon wafers up to 12 in. However, they must be
produced in a cleanroom environment requiring ex-
pensive machinery. Therefore, most of their applica-
tions are in small-scale systems where separations of

precious samples such as stem cells or proteins are
required.

Organic Membranes. Inorganic isoporous mem-
branes made from silicon-based materials are durable
filters with exceptional chemical inertness. For applica-
tions where disposable filters are preferred, the use of
high-quality micromachined silicon membranes may
not always be economically feasible.83 Alternatively,
low-cost isoporous membranes fabricated in polymers
are becoming increasingly popular. Apart from cost,
the physical and chemical properties of polymeric
membranes can be easily tuned by selecting appro-
priate materials and surface modification.84 Polymeric
isoporous membranes can be fabricated by direct
photoetching (development) of a photosensitive poly-
meric film (i.e., normally negative-based photoresist)
using the contact mask lithography. Brouker et al.85

employed this approach for fabrication of a macropor-
ouspolymericmembraneusingpolyimide for biomedical
applications. Polyimide is a strong engineering polymer
with exceptional thermal stability (>500 �C) and chemical
inertness as well as mechanical robustness, having half
the tensile strength of steel.86 In their proposed method,
a polyimide layer, which was initially spin-coated on a
substrate, was directly exposed to UV light through a
photomask and subsequently developedusing a suitable
developer. This procedure can be repeated to pattern
several layers of polyimide to form a multilayer structure
suitable for filtration. The polyimide assembly is then
detached fromthe substratebydissolving the supporting
siliconwafer inside aKOHsolutionbath. Recently,Warkiani
et al.87,88 also reported a low-cost and rapid method
for fabrication of multilayer polymeric membranes with

Figure 4. (A) (Top) SEM image of a microfilter with an integrated support mesh made from SU-8. The inset shows the
perforated membrane with slotted pores. (Bottom) SEM image of a membrane with trapped C. parvum oocysts between the
pores. Reprinted with permission from ref 87. Copyright 2011 Institute of Physics. (B) (Top) Schematic of fabrication process
for an isoporous membrane with integrated electrodes for cell electrolysis. (Bottom) SEM image of a polymeric membrane
with circular pores made from parylene. The inset shows the captured CTCs within the membrane pores. Reprinted with
permission from ref 97. Copyright 2007 Elsevier. (C) (Top) SEM micrograph of a Si mold made with MEMS techniques for
making an isoporousmembrane with slotted perforations using the imprinting approach. (Bottom) SEM image of a through-
hole membrane with back-support. The inset shows the membrane surface. Reprinted with permission from ref 2. Copyright
2004 Elsevier.
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hierarchical structures. The microfabricated filters are
made of several layers of SU-8 photoresist using multiple
coating and exposure steps with a single final developing
process (Figure 4A). The group successfully applied
these isoporous filters for the efficient isolation and
recovery of C. parvum oocysts from tap water. Alter-
native exposure methods including wafer stepping or
laser interference lithography,83,89�91 atom-beam litho-
graphy,92 and nanoimprint lithography93 have also been
used by other groups to fabricate free-standing poly-
meric membranes with well-controlled pore sizes and
geometries. Aperture array lithography has been utilized
for fabrication of polymeric isoporous membranes.94 In
this method, ion beam lithography (i.e., used for pattern-
ingof a thinphotoresist film) and reactive ionetching (i.e.,
used for transferring the pattern to a thick polymeric film
beneath the photoresist layer) techniques have been
combined to produce membranes with a homogeneous
pore diameter on the scale of hundreds of nanometers.
Using this technique, Zheng et al. developed novel poly-
meric membranes with various pore shapes (circular and
slotted) made from parylene for isolation of circulating
tumor cells (CTCs) fromblood.95,96 In one of their designs,
they successfully integrated electrodes on themembranes
for in situ lysis of trapped cells and subsequent
genomic analysis (Figure 4B).97 PDMS through-
hole membranes with various pore size and shape
were also produced recently by other researchers
using the aforementioned technique for microfluidic
applications.98,99

Micromolding technique using an elastomeric/solid
replica of the desired features has also been utilized for
fabrication of polymeric isoporous membranes. White-
side's group at Harvard developed a novel method for
fabrication of free-standing membranes by micro-
molding of sol�gel precursors.100 More recently, poly-
meric isoporous membranes were produced by phase
separation micromolding84,101 and dissolving mold
techniques.12,102 In phase separation micromolding,
sieve formation relies onphase separation of a polymer
solution which is cast on an inorganic master mold
such as silicon. Intrinsic shrinkage, which occurs during
the phase separation process, helps to release the sieve
from the mold. In the dissolving mold technique,
dissolution of a polymeric pillar mold makes perfora-
tions in the deposited polymer. Using a micropatterned
Si wafer prepared by micromachining techniques, poly-
meric membranes with precisely microscaled pore
size have also been fabricated by a hot-embossing
method.2,83 In this approach, a thermal plastic polymer
such as polycarbonate (PC), which is heated above the
glass temperature, is pressed against the Si mold (i.e.,
master mold). After conforming to the Si mold, the
polymer is cooled to room temperature and subse-
quently released from the master mold (Figure 4C).
These membranes can be produced on the large scale
(hundreds of squaremeters) using roll-to-roll printing by

employing master molds made from a microstructured
nickel foil which can easily be wrapped around a drum
for continuous production.2

Similar to the metallic membranes, direct drilling of
micron sizedholes insidepolymericfilmsusinga laser has
been investigated by many groups. For example, Atkin
et al.103 employed laser machining for direct pattern-
ing of microholes inside a 12 μm polyethylene tere-
phthalate (PET) film. They could successfully use this
membrane for blood filtration and subsequent DNA
extraction for molecular analysis. In a follow-up study,
Saxena and co-workers104 fabricated isoporous poly-
meric membranes with pore size down to 12 μm by
laser drilling of a polyimide film using a KrF-based
excimer laser. They employed these membranes as a
platform for investigating pressure drop in the mi-
crocapillaries by measuring the air flow rates. The
advantage of laser drilling is that isoporous mem-
branes with large surface area can be manufactured
at low cost in a broad range of materials; however,
some challenges such as pore size variation in the
front and back of the membrane (angled walls) as
well as debris due to laser ablation are associated
with this method.

Planar Isoporous Membranes for Microfluidic De-

vices. Microfluidics is an interdisciplinary field at the
interface of chemistry, engineering, and biology105which
has been used extensively for various applications such
as separation,106 DNA and proteins synthesis,107 and
molecular assays107 due to advantages associated with
miniaturization, integration, improved sterility, and faster
sample processing times.108,109 Many microfluidic chips
have been developed with pillars or weirs patterned
within them for the separation of cells and other biomo-
lecules. As the spacing between these pillars and weirs is

Figure 5. Planar microfluidics membranes. Schematic illus-
trating commonly used isoporous filtration features pat-
terned in microfluidics channels. The gap between the
features can be tuned to vary the pore size and density
depending on the application. Reprinted with permission
from ref 112. Copyright 2008 Springer Science þ Business
Media.
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constant, such devices can also be considered as isopor-
ous filters. In this section, we review standard microfab-
rication techniques employed to realize these features
and present examples of integrated isoporous filters for
versatile application in fluidics systems.

Microfabrication techniques have facilitated the
development of microfluidic systems with very accu-
rate size control and structure uniformity. The fluidic
channels (so-called microchannels) are commonly
etched or molded into materials such as glass, silicon,
or polymer (e.g., COC, PDMS, PMMA) using either deep
reactive ion etching (DRIE) or other microfabrication
techniques. Microfluidic chips fabricated from silicon
and glass are emerging as an important new type of

analytical device for a wide range of applications,
including size-based separation of biological compo-
nents. A complete microfluidic system for size-exclusion
assays normally consists of sieving structures, supply
channels, and feed-through components to deliver the
sample. In the most common approach, an initial
pattern is normally defined on a silicon/glass wafer
by means of lithography. After definition of channels
and features, wet (using chemicals such as KOH or
TMAH) or dry etching (using RIE or DRIE) of silicon/glass
is performed with an optimized recipe to etch the
features and the microchannels simultaneously. Lastly,
the microfluidic device is completed by bonding
a flat surface (a glass slide as an example) to the

Figure 6. (A) (i) Schematic presenting the device design of isoporousweir filters for the isolation of plasma fromwhole blood.
Blood is introduced through the center channel, and the weirs impede the flow of cells into the side while allowing plasma to
diffuse across. Reprinted with permission from ref 111. Copyright 2005 Royal Society of Chemistry. (ii) (Top) SEM images of
nanofilter weirs for molecular sieving of DNA and proteins. The image shows alternating deep (300 nm) and shallow (55 nm)
regions patterned in silicon. (Bottom) Electropherograms showing the separation of a 100 bp DNA ladder in the nanofilter.
Reproduced with permission from ref 116. Copyright 2005 The American Physical Society. (B) (i) (Left) Schematic of a
micropillar array with successively decreasing gap sizes for size- and deformability-based cell separation. (Right) Microscope
image showing goose red blood cells retained at the start of the 2.5 μmgapmicropillar array. Reprintedwith permission from
ref 122. Copyright 2007 Elsevier. (ii) (Left) Schematic and scanning electronmicrograph of a micropillar array for white blood
cells isolation from blood. (Right) Time-lapse images of white blood cells trapped at the micropillar array. The white blood
cells are stained with fluorescent nuclear dye for enhanced viewing. Reprinted with permission from ref 122. Copyright 2007
Elsevier. (C) (i) Schematic illustration of a cross-flowfiltrationmicrochannel consistingofweirs for the isolation of ratmyocytes
frommyocardium tissue. The largermyocytes are retained in the center channel,while thenonmyocyte cells canpass through
the weirs into the side channels. Reprintedwith permission from ref 125. Copyright 2006 Springer Scienceþ BusinessMedia.
(ii) (Top) Scanning electron micrograph of a micropillar array for the cross-flow filtration of white blood cells from whole
blood. (Bottom) Microscope image of a multilevel cross-flow filtration for the fractionation of white blood cells, red blood
cells, and plasma from whole blood. Whole blood is pumped through the center channel, with the white blood cells being
retained at the first pillar array and the red blood cells at the next pillar array with pure plasma collected at the side channels.
Reproduced with permission from ref 126. Copyright 2008 Elsevier. (D) (Left) Schematic illustrating the fabrication process of
patterning vertical screen filters in SU-8 photoresist using multiple exposure interference lithography. (Right) Integrated
filters with decreasing pore diameter patterned within a microfluidic channel for multiple particle separation. The pore
diameter of filters 1�3 is measured to be 57.3, 27.3, and 10.0 μm, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref 127.
Copyright 2003 IEEE.
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micropatterned layer using either adhesive or anodic
bonding tomake the final assembly. Figure 5 illustrates
the distinct designs, weirs, pillars, cross-flow, and
membrane which have been widely used as sieving
structures inside the microfluidic devices.110,111 The
weir-type design includes an array of individual bar-
riers (resembling a dam) obstructing the flow path for
trapping particles/cells of certain size while allowing
smaller constituents to squeeze through the narrow
slits located on top of the barrier. In other designs, this
barrier can be altered with an array of well-ordered
micropillars (or microposts) where the main flow is
either perpendicular or tangential to the filters.

Wilding and co-workers113 were the first group to
introduce the use of a silicon micromachined isopor-
ous filter for blood separation and other biological
assays.114 They designed a weir-type filter with a
3.5 μm gap between the silicon structure and a Pyrex
top cover (i.e., attached together using anodic
bonding) for effective isolation of WBCs from RBCs.
Similarly, Crowley and Pizziconi111 demonstrated the
separation of plasma from whole blood for clinical
diagnostic applications using weirs (see Figure 6A-i).
The device can effectively isolate nanoliter volumes of
plasma froma single drop of blood. Similarly, isoporous
planar membranes with comparable molecular dimen-
sions have also been employed by researchers as an
alternative to conventional approaches (e.g., polymeric
gels and electrophoresis) for separation and concen-
tration of complex biomolecules such as DNA, RNA,
and proteins. For instance, Austin and co-workers115

used a biochip consisting ofmicrometer-sized pillars of
silicon for electrophoresis of DNA. Furthermore, nano-
fluidic weirs acting as entropic traps have been devel-
oped for the separation of long DNA molecules (see
Figure 6A-ii).116,117 A broader discussion about artificial
molecular filters and their fabrication methods can be
found in various reviews on the subject.28,118,119

Pillars or posts with regular spacing between them
have been widely used in microchannels for a wide
range of applications. Complex processes such as
cancer metastases (i.e., extravasation and migration
of primary tumor cells) have been mimicked in vitro by
Chaw et al.120 using a multistep microfluidic device
with silicon micropillars. Matrigel was coated between
the gap of pillars to model the basement membrane in
the human body. In another study, Peh and his
colleagues121 used silicon micropillars to make a filter-
based biochip for separation and detection of
C. parvum oocysts and Giardia lamblia. Their design
included a bypass region with slightly wide openings,
acting as an alternative fluidic flow route to relieve
pressure changes, and a fine region (1 μm pitch) for
trapping theprotozoa cells. Siliconmicrochipswithwell-
defined micropillars have been used as a non-invasive
method for isolation of fetal cells frommaternal circula-
tion (Figure 6B-i).122 Thedevice allows theenrichmentof

less deformable and larger fetal cells, which are retained
within the microchannels. On-chip isolation and geno-
mic analysis of WBCs from whole blood have also been
demonstrated by Panaro et al.123 using microma-
chined silicon microfluidic chips patterned with an
array of silicon microposts (Figure 6B-ii). Similarly,
CTCs, which are generally larger and stiffer than

Figure 7. (A) (i) Schematic illustration of the a porous
alumina template clearly revealing the hexagonal cells
and the cylindrical pores. Reprinted with permission from
ref 164. Copyright 1989 Macmillan Publishers Ltd. (ii,iii) Top
view and cross-sectional view of porous alumina membranes
with pore diameter and cell size of about 65 and 105 nm,
respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref 165. Copy-
right 2007 Elsevier. (B) (i) Process flow for fabrication of an
isoporous nanoporous membrane using anodization. The
process starts with pretexturing of a thin aluminum film using
a solid mold followed by anodization and growth of channel
architecture in an appropriate solution. Followinganodization,
the back-side aluminum film and the aluminum oxide barrier
film are removed by a mercury chloride solution to form the
through-hole membrane. (ii) Cross-sectional view of the chan-
nel arrayofananodicaluminamembrane. (iii) SEMmicrograph
of an anodized membrane with (right) and without (left)
pretexturing. Reproducedwith permission from ref 154. Copy-
right 1997 American Institute of Physics. (C) (i) Illustration
showing the fabrication of an isoporous alumina membrane
with modulated pore diameters by a combination of MA and
HA techniqueonaprepatternedaluminumfilm. (ii) SEM image
showing the cross section of a high aspect ratio membrane
(>1000) with uniform nanopores. Reprinted with permission
from ref 151. Copyright 2006 Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
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blood constituents, have been isolated using a
biochip comprising micropillar arrays with different
gap sizes.124

Cross-flow filtration is a process whereby most of
the fluid flows along a direction that is tangent to the
membrane surface,128 thus the process is less prone to
fouling. In a detailed study, Ji et al.112 investigated the
isolation efficiency of four different types (i.e., weir,
pillar, cross-flow, andmembrane filter) of planar micro-
filters for separation of WBCs from RBCs inside a silicon
biochip. The critical dimension of all microfilters was
fixed to 3.5 μm. Their results indicate that the cross-
flow design has superior performance in terms of
throughput (i.e., whole blood handling capacity) and
also isolation efficiency.112,129 This has also been con-
firmed by others for the separation of blood compo-
nents such as nucleated RBCs (nRBCs) from RBCs,
too.126,130 Murthy et al.125 developed a device consist-
ing of a middle channel connected to adjacent side
channels by polymeric microposts to enrich neonatal
rat myocardiac cells. The side channels increase in
width in a flared shape along the length of the device
to ensure a constant pressure delivery during filtration
(Figure 6C-i). Similarly, Chen et al.126 designed and
fabricated cross-flow filtration-based microchannels
consisting of pillars with isoporous spacing to isolate
WBCs from blood. Their device achieved twice the
efficiency of WBC isolation as compared to dead end
membrane devices (see Figure 6C-ii).

In situ fabrication of polymeric isoporous mem-
branes inside the microfluidic channels has been rea-
lized using advances in holographic and inclined
lithographic techniques.127,131 A hologram is usually
reconstructed by the diffraction of light from a photo-
sensitive film previously recorded with an interference
pattern produced from coherent polarized light. Using
this method, a triple sieving system with multiple inlet
and outlet streams and three different mesh sizes of
57.3, 27.3, and 10 μm had been fabricated (Figure 6D)
by Yoon et al.127 for filtration of microparticles. The
advantage of this approach is that the sealing to
complete the channel is not of concern during manu-
facturing because the membrane is made of the same
material as the microfluidic chip during lithography
steps.131

Fabrication of isoporous planar filters for lab-on-
chip devices is a straightforward process because it can
be a part of the chip fabrication process. However,
several issues including specificity and channel clog-
ging have limited their large-scale use. These kinds of
filters are normally produced for single use applica-
tions such as point-of-care devices; therefore, they
must be manufactured on a large scale with relatively
low cost.

Isoporous Membranes Fabricated by Anodization. Anodi-
zation is the process of oxidizing a chemical species
by applying appropriate voltage of current in an

electrolytic solution. The anodization of metals has
intensively been utilized in industry for various appli-
cations, including the formation of electrically insulat-
ing layers, anticorrosion coatings, and decorative
coloration of metal surfaces. During this electrochemi-
cal process, the surface of the metal will be covered by
a nanoporous oxide layer. Oxide layers generated during
anodization can be produced on variousmaterials such as
magnesium (Mg), aluminum (Al), silicon (Si), tantalum (Ta),
titanium (Ti), tungsten (W), zinc (Zn), andzirconium (Zr).132

The growth of self-assembled porous oxide on alumi-
num metal templates by anodization has emerged as a
growing area of interest in recent years.133 Porous anodic
aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes with honeycomb-
like pore structure have garnered significant attention
primarily being employed as a nanoporous template for
development of various functional nanostructures, such
as nanowires,134�136 nanotubes,137,138 nanodots,139,140

optical devices,141,142 and nanomaterial synthesis.143,144

More recently, membranes with nanopore dimensions
fabricated by anodization have found applications in the
biomedical field as a size-selective sieve,145,146 sensors,
and drug delivery platform.21,147 In this section, we
describe the fabrication of AAO membranes, due to the
highly controllable pore diameter and cylindrical shape,
and also discuss briefly other materials used for fabrica-
tion of membranes by the anodization process such as
silicon.

A typical anodization process to fabricate porous
alumina membranes (also commonly known as mild
anodization (MA)) is carried out by placing a pure
aluminum film (99.99% purity or higher) in an electro-
lyte solution and applying DC bias between the anode
and cathode. In this case, the aluminum film acts as an
anode, and a platinum mesh is popularly used as a
cathode. When a neutral electrolyte is used, a self-
ordered layer of aluminum oxide having hexagonal
domains with pores is formed on the surface of the
aluminum film.148 When an acidic electrolyte is chosen
(pH <4), such as sulfuric acid (H2SO4), phosphoric acid
(H3PO4), or oxalic acid (H2C2O4), this layer of aluminum
oxide is locally dissolved by hydrogen ions in the
presence of an electric field to form pores perpendi-
cular to the surface of the aluminum film.149,150 It
should be noted that neighboring pore growth pre-
vents growth in any other direction. The final structure
ideally consists of a densely packed hexagonal array of
ordered pores with uniform intervals (Figure 7A). The
pore diameter can range from 4 to 200 nm with an
interpore distance of 7�500 nm and porosity of
108�1012 pores/cm2.132 These characteristics of the
membrane in this self-organized process can be con-
trolled by the appliedDCvoltage aswell as composition,
concentration, and temperature of the electrolyte.149

However, if the anodization process is carried out out-
side the self-ordering regimes, the degree of spatial
ordering decreases significantly.151 Following anodization,
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the back-side aluminum film and the aluminum oxide
barrier film can be removed by either etching in
mercury chloride solution or electrochemical detach-
ment using a pulsed voltage.152,153 The final pore size
can be further adjusted by post-etching treatment in a
dilute phosphoric acid. During single-step anodization,
the pores nucleate and develop randomly over the
aluminum surface. As the anodizing time increases, the
pore patterns continue to develop and become more
ordered; however, obtaining a large defect-free area
from this naturally ordering process is difficult and is
limited to the size of several micrometers.154 To solve
this issue, Masuda and Fukuda155 proposed a novel
approach for precise control of the growth of the
channel array over a large surface area using a pre-
textured aluminum film and subsequent mild anodiza-
tion. In their proposed method (Figure 7B), shallow
concave features that act as initiation sites for regular
pore development during anodization were patterned
on the Al film by mechanical imprinting using a solid
mold. Subsequently, through-hole membranes were
achieved by removing the aluminum substrate and
barrier layer in a saturated HgCl2 and phosphoric acid
solution, respectively.154,155

The requiredmold for pretexturing (imprinting) can
be fabricated by electron-beam (EB) lithography on a
single-crystal SiC,156,157 silicon nitride (Si3N4),

158 and
usingmetals such as nickel.159 In addition, pretexturing
using a focused ion beam (FIB) apparatus160 and an array
of polystyrene particles has also been reported.161,162

Using anodic porous alumina as a template, Masuda and
co-workers also produced high aspect ratio (∼150)
polymeric163 and metallic156 membranes with channel
density of 1010 cm�2. The resultingmembranesusing this
approach are extremely uniformwith identical pore sizes,
and all of the pores were perfectly placed parallel to each
other. The physical geometry of the obtained polymeric/
metallic membranes was in good agreement with those
of anodic porous alumina templates, too.

A major limitation of mild anodization is the time
required to fabricate these porous membranes. De-
pending on the length of the pores, the processing
time can vary between 18 h and several days. In
contrast, hard anodization (HA), which is normally
carried out at much higher voltages by using sulfuric
acid, results in the rapid growth of a thick porous oxide
layer.166 Recently, Lee et al.151 combined MA with HA
to fabricate perfectly ordered alumina membranes
with aspect ratio larger than 1000 in a short period of
time, as shown in Figure 7C-i (25�35 times faster than
normal MA process). Figure 7C-ii shows the SEM image
of a high aspect ratio alumina membrane with modu-
lated pore diameter fabricated using this method.

Although AAO membranes are perhaps the most
popular nanoporous material fabricated by anodiza-
tion, macroporous silicon membranes with perfect
cylindrical pores have also attracted increasing interest

for a wide spectrum of potential applications including
photonics167 and solar and fuel cells.168 These mem-
branes are fabricated using electrochemical etching of
silicon under appropriate conditions, resulting in the
formation of a porous layer on the silicon substrate.169

The initial domains for anodization (self-assembled
hexagonal array in the case of aluminum) are pat-
terned using conventional photolithography and sub-
sequent alkaline etching. Similar to the aluminum
anodization process, the silicon wafer was normally
etched in hydrofluoric acid (HF) under appropriate
anodic bias.169 The pore diameter is a function of the
electrochemical conditions used for their growth and
the type (crystal plane orientation) and resistivity of the
silicon substrate.169 Lehmann et al.170 successfully
employed macroporous membranes with cylindrical
pores as an optical short-pass filter for near- and mid-
infrared spectral range. They have shown that, under
vacuum condition, these filters can be functional all the
way down to wavelengths on the order of a few
nanometers. Membrane characteristics such as pore
radius, pore density, and pore length can be altered to
tune the frequency range. A comprehensive review of
Si porous membranes and their applications was pub-
lished by Foll et al.171

In recent years, there has been renewed interest in
micro/macroporous membranes fabricated by anodi-
zation for use as templates in a variety of nanotechnol-
ogy applications. For instance, Masuda and Satoh139

have used this technique to produce a highly ordered
gold nanodot array over a large area of Si substrate.
Nanodot arrays of other materials such as Co, InAs, Fe,
and Ni have also been deposited on various substrates
using the same technique.136,172 Figure 8A-i shows a
SEM of hexagonally ordered InAs quantum dots fabri-
cated using the AAO membrane.140

Martin's group has devoted great efforts for devel-
opment of various nanostructures, such as nanopar-
ticles and nanotubes for biomedical applications, in-
cluding enzyme encapsulation, DNA transfection, bio-
sensors, and drug delivery.173�175 For example, using
synthesized silica nanotubes, they have reported fab-
rication of smart nanophase extractors to remove
molecules (e.g., lipophilic) from aqueous solution.16

Recently, they also demonstrated the production of
biodegradable nanoparticles of the polysaccharide
polymer chitosan using AAO membranes for drug
delivery.17 The application of AAO membranes in
molecular filters has also been discussed elswhere by
Martin et al.176 Recent studies have shown that the
synthesized nanowires can have a significant impact
on the future development of new electronic devices.
The magic properties of these tiny structures can
significantly enhance the superconductivity177,178 of
some materials while improving the thermoelectric
properties179 of others. It has been reported that
nanowires can boost the sensitivity of biosensors180
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and e-nose sensors181 and also improve the efficiency
of plasmonic devices.182 Figure 8A-ii shows cross-
sectional SEM images of free-standing Pd nanowires.
Due to the extremely high surface-to-volume ratio of
alumina membranes, capsules fabricated of anodized
aluminum have been demonstrated for controlled
molecular filtration for drug delivery applications.147

Gong and co-workers demonstrated the transport of
FITC-conjugated dextran of varying molecular weight
(and hence size) through nanoporous alumina as a
function of time. Suchmembranes can be used as drug
delivery carriers for long-term drug release in vivo

(Figure 8B). Finally, as the primary application of any
isoporous membrane is size-based separation, AAO
membranes have also been used for size-based mo-
lecular separation. Yamaguchi et al.145 recently pre-
sented an application of nanoporous alumina for the
separation of protein molecules having >4 nm size
from molecules with <2.4 nm diameter. However, an
obvious concern of these membranes is the extremely
low-throughput, limiting their application as a filtration
method. Depending on the size of the biomolecule,
extremely low fluxes of 2�20 nmol per hour are typical
of these membranes.147

Solid-State Nanopores. In the past decade, nanometer-
sized isoporous membranes have been fabricated using
traditional silicon microfabrication methods developed
in the microelectronics industry, so-called solid-state

nanopores.183 These membranes have been extensively
usedasnanosensors for thedetectionandcharacterization
of biomolecules including DNA and proteins with single-
molecule precision.184�186 This has ultimately led to the
application of these solid-state nanopores as an ultrafast
DNA sequencing technique.187,188 In this section, we will
review the methodology employed to fabricate these
nanopore membranes and introduce a few popular appli-
cations demonstrated to date. Although the field of solid-
statenanopores is fairly nascent, it has already triggeredan
avalanche of developments in this area. Their importance
is validated by detailed review articles published high-
lighting their significance and applications.11,183,185,187�191

As the name implies, these nanopore membranes
are developed using standard solid-state fabrication
techniques. The nanopores are typically fabricated in
silicon nitride (Si3N4) or silicon oxide (SiO2) membranes,
as these have been extensively studied and used in the
semiconductor industry for over five decades. The ability
todeposit/growstable10�50nm layers of Si3N4 andSiO2

on silicon wafers makes them attractive starting material
for solid-state nanopores. Typical fabrication of these
nanopores begins with the growing of a thin Si3N4 or
SiO2 layer ona silicon substratebyeither LPCVDorPECVD
techniques. Following this, amicrometer-sizedwindow is
etched on the supporting silicon wafer to form free-
standing nanometer thin membranes (Figure 9A).
Nanometer-sized pores can now be etched on this

Figure 8. (A) (i) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of hexagonally ordered an InAs quantum dot array patterned
using a AAO template. Reproduced with permission from ref 140. Copyright 2004 American Institute of Physics. (ii) Scanning
electron micrographs of palladium nanowires standing freely after removal of the AAO template. (Inset) Large-area
patterning of palladium wires using AAO membranes. Reprinted with permission from ref 136. Copyright 2006 Elsevier.
(B) (i) Schematic illustrating the process steps to fabricate a tubular anodized aluminumoxidemembrane for controlled drug
delivery. Silicon is used to cap the two ends of the capsulefilledwith a drug solution. (ii) Plot showing thenormalized release rates of
molecules of varying weight through a AAO capsule with 55 nm pore diameter. As expected, smaller molecules are released at a
much faster rate compared to largermolecules. Adaptedwithpermission from ref 147. Copyright 2003KluwerAcademic Publishers.
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free-standingmembrane by using high intensity focused
beams of ions or electrons.192,193 The size of the pore can
be controlled by varying the intensity of the focused ion
or electron beam as well as other factors including
exposure time and temperature. Golovchenko's groups

at Harvard reported perhaps the first demonstration
of fabricating these nanopore membranes using fo-
cused ion beams.192 Using argon ion sputtering, they
initially etched a 60 nm pore in a silicon nitride mem-
brane. They then employed diffusion ion beam and

Figure 9. (A) (i) Feedback-controlled ion beam sculpting setup. A differentially pumped Arþ ion beam etches nanopores in
thin Si3N4 membranes. (ii) Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) image of a 60 nm nanopore etched in a 500 nm silicon
nitride membrane. (iii) TEM image of the same pore after Arþ ion beam exposure to shrink the pore size down to 1.8 nm.
Reprinted with permission from ref 192. Copyright 2001 Macmillan Publishers Ltd. (B) (i) Cross-section view of solid-state
nanopore fabricated in silicon oxide. Pyramid-shaped pores patterned on free-standing single-crystalline siliconmembranes
supported on KOH-etched silicon wafers are reduced to nanopores by thermal oxidation of silicon. The pores are about 20�
20 nm2 surrounded by a 40 nm thick SiO2 layer. (ii) Sequential TEM images showing the shrinking of the 20 nm nanopore to
3 nm in size by exposure to focused electron irradiation. Reproducedwith permission from ref 193. Copyright 2003Macmillan
Publishers Ltd. (C) (i) Translocation of DNA molecules across a solid-state nanopore. The nanopore membrane is placed
between two electrolytes with a voltage applied across the membrane. Individual DNA and protein molecules are driven
through the nanopore and, by monitoring change in ionic current, allow one to measure the translocation time through the
pore. (ii) Translocation time distribution as a function of DNA size across a 10 nm solid-state nanopore. The plot shows the
translocation time for a 3 and 10 kb dsDNA molecules at 120 mV bias, and for 10 kb dsDNA at 60 mV bias. Reproduced with
permission from ref 198. Copyright 2003 Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
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temperature-dependent material properties to tune the
size of this nanopore down to 1.8 nm (see Figure 9A).192

Recently, researchers have relied on high intensity fo-
cused electron beams to drill nanopores into Si3N4/SiO2

membranes. This technique was first developed by
Dekker and colleagues, where they employed the elec-
tron beam in a transmission electron microscope (TEM)
to drill as well as reduce the size of larger pores in SiO2

membranes (Figure 9B).193 The group first fabricated
larger pores (up to 200 nm in size) using electron beam
lithography followed by reactive ion etching and wet
KOH etching. Exposing these larger pores to an electron
beam of 105 to 107 A m�2 intensity causes the pores to
either shrink or expand depending on the initial pore
diameter. For example, the authors reported that pores
with an initial diameter of 50 nm or lesser shrink upon
exposure to the electron beam, while pores with >80 nm
initial diameter expand under the same conditions. This
technique can hence be used to fine-tune pore sizes to
achieve single nanometer precision. The shrinking of
pores when exposed to a high intensity electron beam
is explained by the fluidization of the SiO2 layer causing
the pore to collapse under surface tension.193 Deposition
of highly conformal films/coatings can also be used to
fine-tune and control the size of nanopores. For example,
Chen and co-workers194 used atomic layer deposition of
conformal aluminum oxide films to shrink the size of
larger nanopores prefabricated using ion beam sculpting.
Such techniques offer better control over pore dimen-
sions by controlling the deposition cycle as well as allow
surfacemodification for various sensingapplications.189,195

The ability to control single-molecule transport
through these solid-state nanopores offers limitless possi-
bilities for the study anddetection of biomolecules includ-
ingDNA, RNA, andproteins. Thesemembranes havebeen
primarily used for the translocation of individual DNA
molecules through the nanopores.183,184,196�199 By plac-
ing the nanopore membrane between two electrolytes
and applying a voltage across them, individual molecules
canbedriven through the nanoscale pore.Monitoring the
change in ionic current allows one tomeasure the time to
translocate through the pore. This method can hence be
applied to size DNA molecules based on their lengths,
analogous to gel electrophoresis (see Figure 9C).198 A
significant advantage of using a nanopore as opposed
to gel electrophoresis is the ability to work with much
smaller sample volumes (∼1000molecules). Reducing the
pore size to the order of a couple of nanometers allows
only single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) to pass through the
pores. Such a method has the potential to compete with
future generations of DNA sequencing technologies, with
the promise of sequencing the human genome for under
$1000.187,188 However, this is challenging as it is required
that the initial DNA sequence be modified for detection
and read-out. Second, as the ssDNA moves through the
nanoporeat veryhighvelocities,muchwork in theareasof
detection techniques based on either electrical sensing

(tunneling current, capacitance) or optical read-out is
warranted. As a first step, techniques to slowDNA translo-
cation through nanopores have been reported.200 Finally,
these nanopore membranes can also be used as an
imaging tool to provide ultrahigh magnification to ob-
serve DNA molecules and their configurations.198

Apart from using solid-state technology, single-
nanopore membranes have been fabricated in glass
and quartz materials.201�203 To fabricate nanopores in
glass, first, chemically sharpened platinum or gold
metal wires are embedded in a macroglass capillary,
followed by glass softening around the metal wire.
Next, mechanical polishing is performed to remove the
excess glass materials and expose the nanometer-
sized tip of the metal wire. Finally, chemical etching
to remove the metal wire leaves a conical nanopore at
the end of the glass capillary.201 Applications including
nanoparticle transport and single-ion channel record-
ing using these nanopore membranes have been
shown.202,203

Although solid-state fabrication technology for
making nanopores has made rapid progress in the
past decade, the technology does not lend itself well
for making arrays of nanopores and is typically limited
to single-pore events. To overcome this limitation, ion
track-etching commonly used for makingmicroporous
membranes has been employed to fabricate nanopor-
ousmembranes in silicon nitride.204 Using high-energy
bismuth ions to create damaged tracks followed by
chemical etching, conical and double-conical nanopor-
ous membranes with pore diameters as small as 4 nm
were fabricated. Similar technique can also be used to
fabricate nanoporous membranes in polymer materi-
als such as PET and Kapton films.205,206 Since the
polymer films are much thicker (8�12 μm) than silicon
nitride membranes used in solid-state fabrication
methods (∼300 nm), the nanopores have a very high
aspect ratio and a distinct conical shape. The high
aspect ratio of these pores provides higher temporal
resolution of DNA fragments during translocation, thus
allowing the detection of smaller fragments than that
possible by solid-state nanopores.21,206

Isoporous Membranes Fabricated by Block Copolymer Self-
Assembly. Block copolymers, macromolecules with
long, covalently connected blocks of two or more
distinct repeating units of the same monomer, have
received great attention over the past decade for their
unique ability to self-assemble and form complex struc-
tures with micro- and nanoscale feature sizes.207�209

Depending on the volume fraction of the components,
they can perfectly self-assemble into highly ordered
arrays of nanoscopic domains with varying morpholo-
gies such as spheres, lamellae, and cylinders.210 Various
approaches, including use of electrical field,211,212

crystallization,213 magnetic biases,214 and temperature
gradient,215 have been employed for precise control of
orientation and architecture of the nanoscale domains.
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An overview of block copolymers to generate isoporous
membranes that can be used in applications such as
ultrafiltration, drug delivery, and nanolithography will
be briefly discussed in this section.

Block copolymers are hybrid macromolecules that
are classified based on the number of blocks they
contain and how the blocks are arranged.216 They are
normally prepared by controlled polymerization of one
monomer, followed by chain extension with a different
monomer to form AB diblock or ABC triblock architec-
tures. The pairs of monomers can be a combination of
conducting materials,217 ligands,218 metal-containing
segments, and degradable (etchable) components.216

The latter set of materials, which is part of the most
common strategy to fabricate nanoporous mem-
branes, involves selective dissolution of the minority
component typically embedded in the majority com-
ponents in a thinfilmof ablock copolymer (Figure 10A).207

Figure 10B schematically shows typical fabrication

of asymmetric isoporous membranes using block
copolymers. The process begins with casting of a
mixture of block copolymers such as PS-b-PMMA
(polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)), with cy-
lindrical nanodomains of PMMA, on a Si substrate which
was initially covered by a thin film of SiO2 as a sacrificial
layer.219 By adding the PMMA homopolymer to the PS-
b-PMMA block copolymer, it can preferentially segregate
to the center of the cylindrical PMMA nanodomains and
orient normal to the surface in the film. This thin film can
be released from the substratebydissolving the sacrificial
layer (i.e., SiO2) in a buffered HF acid solution. To safe-
guard the membrane during handling and filtration, the
thinfilm canbeplacedonapolysulfone (PSU)membrane
with large openings. In the last step, an isoporous
nanoporous membrane with pore sizes down to 15 nm
can be achieved by dissolving the PMMA homopolymer
selectively in an acetic acid (nonsolvent for the PS)
solution.219 The size of the pores can be controlled by

Figure 10. (A) (i) Schematic representation of the formation of isoporous nanoporous membranes from ordered block
copolymers by selective etching of theminority domains (purple) frommajority component (green). (ii,iii) SEM images of the
typical orderedmembranewith through-pores placed on amacroporous support. Reprinted from refs 207 and 209. Copyright
2004 American Chemical Society. B (i) Schematic illustration of the process for the fabrication of an isoporous nanoporous
membraneusingblock copolymers. Theprocess startswith casting of themixture of PS-b-PMMAona Si substrate followedby
dissolution of a sacrificial layer in HF. The floated film on the HF solution is transferred to a microporous supporting
membrane, and the final nanoporous membrane is achieved by dissolving the PMMA homopolymer selectively in an acetic
acid solution. (ii) SEM image of a nanoporous membrane after filtration of a solution containing human rhinovirus type 14
(HRV14). (iii) Ultrafiltration data using DI water and PBS solution containing HRV14 using the aforementioned nanoporous
membrane. Reprinted with permission from ref 219. Copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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the molecular weight, architecture of the blocks, volume
fraction, segmental interactions, as well as process
parameters.

The combination of new synthetic methods with an
understanding of phase behavior shows that, by sim-
ple manipulation of block copolymers, nanoporous
materials with cylindrical nanochannels can be pro-
duced for various advanced technologies such as
nanolithography,220 water purification,221 and drug
delivery.222 For example, Yang et al.219 employed an
asymmetric nanoporous membrane fabricated with
block copolymers for separation of human rhinovirus
type 14 (HRV14). They have successfully demonstrated
the sized-based removal of HRV14 rhinovirus with a
high flux from an aqueous dispersion which showed
significantly higher performance (100-fold higher)
than the polycarbonate track-etched membranes
(see Figure 10B). The same nanoporous membrane
with tailored pore size (i.e., using gold sputtering) has
been used recently for drug delivery applications by
other researchers.30 They have shown the application
of isoporous membranes made with self-assembly of
block copolymers for long-term controlled release of
therapeutic proteins such as bovine serum albumin
(BSA) and hGH using a single-file diffusion (SFD) me-
chanism. These examples demonstrate highly reliable
and tunable separations made possible by employing
block copolymer membranes. Combining the advan-
tages ofmicrofabrication and block copolymers, Nuxoll
et al.67 fabricated a robust composite membrane re-
cently, providing both nanoscale size exclusion and
fast transport of small molecules. They could also
effectively trigger the transport of macromolecules
through the membrane by tuning the membrane
chemically using comonomers such as glycolide in
the initial block copolymer components. In another
study, Peinemann's group developed a novel process
to produce pH-responsive nanoporous membranes for
ultrafiltration (UF), by combining the metal block co-
polymer complexes and phase inversion technique.223

For a more complete and detailed discussion about
block copolymers and their applications, the reader is
encouraged to refer to comprehensive reviews by
Hillmyer and colleagues.207,216,224

Particle-assisted wetting (or float-casting) is an-
other attractive self-assembly approach which has
been developed by Xu et al.225,226 for fabrication of
ultrathin free-standing porous membranes. In this
technique, a mixture of nanosized spherical particles
coated with a hydrophobic polymer and a non-water-
soluble, polymerizable liquid monomer is applied to a
water surface. Eventually, this mixture forms amonolayer
of colloids on the water surface that are embedded in a
layer of the liquid monomer. After cross-linking of mono-
mer using photopolymerization and removal of particles,
a free-standing membrane containing pores with similar
diameter to the colloids can be formed. Structures with

very narrow pore size distribution and small pore di-
ameters (50�100 nm) can be obtained with this tech-
nique. Recently, Yan et al.227 combined phase separation
micromolding and float-casting to prepare an isoporous
nanosieve with hierarchically structured support for filtra-
tion applications. In another example, Jahn and collea-
gues228 developed anew technique called “inkjet printing”
where they employed water droplets as a template to
create micrometer-sized pores inside a polymeric solution
(liquid PMMA) cast between the sessile dropsofwater on a
hydrophobic substrate (aluminum foil).

Nanoporous membranes leveraging on the self-
assembling microscopic fabrication of carbon nano-
tubes (CNTs) have also been used for filtration applica-
tions. The excellent thermal andmechanical properties
of these membranes make them suitable for high flux,
high-throughput filtration applications. The unique
properties of these membranes with well-controlled
pore size (down to 0.7 nm) provide significant advan-
tage over other membrane technologies for water
filtration and desalination. Furthermore, CNT mem-
branes have a unique ability to adsorb many toxic
chemicals and destroy microbial contaminants.229

Non-isoporous CNT membranes formed by nonwoven
structures, popularly known as Bucky paper, have been
widely used historically. However, isoporous CNT
membranes formed by encapsulating an upright
standing CNT forest using an epoxymaterial are possible.
Briefly, a forest of aligned CNTs is grown by traditional
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on silicon or quartz
substrate. Following CNT deposition, the entire CNT
forests are encapsulated with an impermeable material
to form a continuousmatrix/membrane. Next, the excess
matrix material is removed by either polishing or plasma
treatment. Last, thematrix with the CNTs is released from
the substrate to form an isoporous membrane. These
membranes have a very well-defined inner pore di-
ameter and high pore density (typically >1011 cm�2)
compared to typical track-etched membranes, leading
to better permeance.229,230

Isoporous membranes produced with most self-
assembly techniques are extremely uniform and have
a smooth surface. Structures with very narrowpore size
distribution and small pore diameters down to a few
nanometers can be obtained with these approaches.
Although a major hurdle in their use is the large-scale
production because achieving a large defect-free sur-
face area is difficult in these approaches. Furthermore,
the pore sizes and shapes and their distribution cannot
be controlled perfectly similar to MEMS techniques.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

Isoporous membranes with micro- and nanopore
dimensions are currently being developed for various
applications such as immunoisolation, dialysis, biosen-
sors, and photonics. Advances in micro/nanofabrication
and material synthesis techniques have significantly
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enhanced the ability to control the microstructure of
membranematerials, allowing fabrication of membranes
with extremely high selectivity and superior mechanical
and chemical stability. In this review, various techniques
for fabrication of isoporous membranes have been
summarized. Detailed fabrication procedures for these
methodologies are outlined, including material con-
siderations and pore geometries. The versatility of
these structures has garnered interest from a range
of scientific and industrial communities for its numer-
ous potential applications in fields ranging from bio-
logical and medical science with applications in
sorting, sensing, isolating, and releasing biological
molecules to environmental applications including
water filtration and contamination detection.
MEMS approaches (including solid-state nanopore),

which normally use the mature microfabrication tech-
niques, borrowed from the semiconductor industry
can be utilized for large-scale (and defect-free) manu-
facturing of isoporous membranes using a wide range
of organic and inorganic materials. The surface and
pore size of these membranes can be modified and/or
functionalized using polymer coating such as parylene
or atomic layer deposition (ALD) and electroless plat-
ing techniques. A great advantage is also the possibility
to integrate the isoporous membranes inside micro-
fluidic (lab-on-chip) devices for point-of-care applica-
tions. However, the high capital and operating cost
required for conventional microfabrication techniques
(e.g., mask fabrication, lithography, and sputtering)
make these membranes rather expensive to fabricate.
To overcome this, unconventional techniques such
as micro/nanomolding, hot-embossing, and printing
techniques have been developed and successfully
employed for fabrication of high-yield and low-cost
isoporous membranes. Electrochemical etching ap-
proach using anodization is also investigated exten-
sively for fabricationof isoporous nanoporousmembranes
for various applications. Similar to MEMS techniques,
nanoporous membranes derived from anodization
have the potential to be extremely effective as separa-
tion (and/or controlled release)membranes given their
very narrow pore size distributions and high porosities.
Realization of a large and defect-free membrane
coupled with the large thickness of these membranes
due to their intrinsic fragility (i.e., because of their oxide
nature) usually limits their applications for high-
throughput separations. Nanoporous membranes that
are obtained from self-assembly of block copolymers
are also pursued as attractive materials for sorting,
sensing, and drug release applications due to their
pore size tunability and ability for selective functiona-
lization. The quality, efficacy, and applicability of these
membranes have advanced considerably over the past
decades; however, active research is still needed to
develop processes that are more appealing for large-
scale production.

Fabrication of versatile isoporous membranes is an
integral step to realize their applications in numerous
fields. Ease of manufacturing (i.e., low-cost and high-
yield), multiple functionalities (e.g., size screening, pH-
sensitive, biocompatible, and biofouling resistance),
and reusability are key performance metrics for com-
paring the next generation of isoporous membranes.
We strongly believe that exciting future advances in
this field are yet to come, aided by advances in novel
fabrication methods. Although modulating processing
parameters and protocols will enable novel appli-
cations in this area, innovative nanofabrication ap-
proaches and development of new materials and
composites will be centrally important in facilitating
future progress in the field. For now, membrane
science is well placed to play a pivotal role in various
biological and medical applications. Other unique
applications, such as 3D tissue engineering, biosen-
sing, and biomimetic studies are being explored,
stretching the field to new horizons.
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